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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/30/2023

Description 2024 CrossRoads RV Zinger ZR290KB, CrossRoads Zinger travel trailer ZR290KB
highlights: Outside Kitchen Front Private Bedroom Rear Private Bunkhouse
Jackknife Sofa Exterior Speakers Pack your bags and load up the kids for a family
vacation with this travel trailer! The kids will love having their own private
bunkhouse with a set of bunk beds with a ladder, a dresser, and a bunk above a
jackknife sofa. Just outside the bunkhouse is a linen closet across from full
bathroom for everyone to start their days feeling clean and fresh. You can prepare
delicious meals in the oven or even the microwave, and clean up easily with the
stainless steel sink and stainless steel high-rise faucet. There is an entertainment
center for all to enjoy while relaxing on either the jackknife sofa or the U-shaped
dinette slide. You and your spouse will enjoy a good night's rest on the 60" x 74"
RV queen bed, and you can charge your electronics too with the USB ports. There
is also a TV hook-up for those nights when you just can't fall asleep. Lead your
family to a great vacation getaway in any one of these CrossRoads RV Zinger
travel trailers! They come with a fully enclosed underbelly with forced heat (varies
by model) so that you can head to your favorite spot no matter what mother
nature throws your way. The outside hot/cold shower will help keep mud from
being tracked inside, and the Keyed-A-Like lock system will give you peace of
mind at night or while you're away from the trailer. With an aerodynamic front end,
you will get better gas mileage, and crank up the tunes with the outside speakers
with LED accents. Start making memories in one of these models today!
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: T81037
VIN Number: 4YDTZRN24RS370478
Condition: New
Length: 33
GVW: 9670
Sleeps: 10
Slideouts: 1

Item address Fort Worth, Texas, United States
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